In ultrasound tomography (UT), the speed of sound (SOS) is reconstructed based on ultrasound measurements made on the surface of the object. As a part of the reconstruction process, which includes the solution of the inverse problem, propagation of acoustic signals in the medium is simulated using a forward model. Consequently, modeling errors can generate artifacts into reconstructed SOS. Accurate full-wave models can be computationally heavy, and thus impractical in many real applications. On the other hand, approximate models typically lead to less accurate reconstructions. In this study, measurement noise and modeling errors of UT are modeled in Bayesian framework, and a numerical method that takes both errors into account is developed. The performance of the method is investigated by numerical simulations in which artifacts generated by a fast but less accurate forward model and approximate boundary conditions are compensated.
INTRODUCTION
In ultrasound tomography (UT), speed of sound distribution in an object is estimated based on ultrasound measurements made on the surface of the object. The reconstruction of the speed of sound is a nonlinear inverse problem. There are a few different techniques to solve acoustic inverse problem, for example algebraic reconstruction technique (ART) [1, 2] , Born approximation based linearization [3, 4] , and full-wave techniques [5, 6] . The ART approximates wave distribution by the ray based model, and the Born approximation method assumes scattered field to be much weaker than incident field. Although, they are computationally lighter than full-wave methods, these assumptions may make them less accurate. For example, neither of these methods models multiple scattering accurately. Recently, the rapid increase of computing power have made full-wave acoustic inversion possible even on an ordinary PC [6] .
In order to achieve good quality reconstructions, ultrasound propagation needs to be accurately modelled. Furthermore, the iterative solution of the inverse problem requires repetitive solutions of the forward model that characterizes ultrasound propagation. This can result into long computation times. The accuracy requirements of the forward solution can be reduced by using advanced inversion techniques such as the approximation error method (AEM) [7] which has been successfully utilized in other tomographic inverse problems, such as electrical impedance tomography [8] , electrical resistance tomography [9] and diffuse optical tomography [10] .
The main idea behind the AEM is to approximate modeling errors in a statistical framework. The statistical parameters are generated beforehand, and utilized to take account errors and uncertainties related to the forward model. Combining this with faster, although inaccurate, solvers of the forward problem, computing times can be reduced significantly. Utilizing the AEM leads to solving a minimization problem with very high dimensional parameters. The minimization problem can be solved numerically using an adjoint method [5, 11] . The adjoint method computes direction of the steepest descent by solving an adjoint equation which is similar to wave equation.
METHODS

Forward Model
In ultrasound tomography, transmitters and receivers are located around the region of interest. A schematic figure of the measurement setup is presented in Fig. 1 
where p ∈ R 2 , δ is Dirac delta distribution, and c : R 2 → R is the speed of sound.
In many cases, an unbounded computing domain is truncated by an artificial exterior boundary and absorbing boundary conditions (ABC) are used on this boundary. The ABC simulates the unbounded domain by absorbing outgoing waves. There are many ways to implement ABCs, such as perfectly matched layer [12] , one-way wave equations [13] absorbing layers near boundaries [14] . In this study we utilize absorbing layers near boundaries and a first order absorbing boundary condition, which satisfies equation
where n is the outward normal of the boundary.
For a fixed geometry and a fixed signal f the pressure field u depends only on the speed of sound distribution c(p). However, we do not use c as parameters, instead, we define parameters
. Let A(x) be a simulated signal, which contains measurements of all time steps and all sender-receiver pairs.
Measurements are polluted by additive noise e. We assume e ∼ N (0, Γ e ), is mutually independent and identically distributed. This leads to an observation model
The inverse problem is to solve x when measurements y are known.
In current study we use finite difference method (FDTD) to numerically solve wave equation. However, FDTD can not be used in an infinite domain, therefore a rectangular computing region Ω is defined. Let Ω to be discretized uniformly in directions of both axis, forming total of N 2 points grid 1 .
Approximation Error Approach for Full-Wave Inverse Problems
In this section we give a brief introduction to Bayesian inverse problems, and Approximation Error Method, and apply them to the full-wave inverse problem. More complete presentations about Bayesian inverse problems are given for example in [7, 15] .
In Bayesian framework all variables are considered as random variables. The degree of information concerning the realizations of the values are described by probability distributions. The well known Bayes formula
gives us a way to compute a posterior probability distribution π(x| y). Assuming the additive noise observation model (2), the posterior probability distribution is
In addition, by assuming that e and x are mutually independent, we get
The posterior probability density is a complete solution of an inverse problem in the statistical framework; it gives the probability of each solution x when we have measured data y.
When y is fixed, π( y) = 0 has only a role of scaling factor. The posterior probability
If the operator A is non-linear, the posterior probability distribution can be non-Gaussian, even if the noise distribution and the prior distribution are Gaussian. Handling such a non-Gaussian distribution with computer is difficult, and thus the complete solution is in many cases approximated by single point estimates. One of the most common estimate is maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate, defined by
Assuming that x ∼ N (x * , Γ x ) the MAP estimate
where
x . In many cases the accurate forward model A(x) is not known, or it is too demanding for solving inverse problems in practice. Thus an approximate model A(x) ≈ A(x) is used, where x = Px, where projection P converts parameters of accurate solver to parameters of approximate model. The inaccuracy in the forward model can cause errors in the solution of (6) . However, the errors in reconstruction can be reduced by taking modeling errors into account. By utilizing the approximate solution we can rewrite the observation model (2)
where ε is a modeling error. Assuming that ν and x are independent, the posterior probability distribution takes the form
The equation (8) looks similar to (3), but there is one important difference. Namely, in equation (3) the likelihood probability distribution does not take account the modeling error.
Using (8) the MAP estimate gets a form
if we assume that ν ∼ N (ν * , Γ ν ), x ∼ N (x * , Γ x ), and ν and x are mutually independent. The statistical parameters ν * , Γ ν , x * and Γ x can be estimated, for example by sample based estimate.
It is worth to notice that in contrast to Γ e , the matrix Γ ν is not diagonal by assumptions. In current study the minimization problem (9) was solved iteratively by adjoint method.
Likelihood and Prior Parameters
The prior probability distribution describes a priori information about the unknown parameters. Prior information can be for example knowledge about correlation between some parameters. For more detailed description about choosing a proper prior model can be found from [7] and [15] . In the current study we apply an uninformative smoothness prior [7, 8] , which corresponds to the parameters that vary smoothly over spatial domain.
For statistical parameters with no obvious a priori information the parameters can be approximated by sample based estimates. This is often the case with Γ ε and ε * , and in the current study we used sample based estimates for them. Approximation procedure was following:
1. Generate x , = 1... C and x = Px .
Compute
ε = A(x ) − A(x ) for = 1... C.
At the last step we used information e ∼ N (0, Γ e ).
SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
In this work, the performance of AEM in compensating modeling errors were investigated using two simulated test cases. The model problem imitates two dimensional tomographic imaging of human breast. In the first case effects of reduced accuracy spatial and temporal in forward solver for reconstruction quality were investigated. As a second simulation, effects of reduced order ABCs were studied. Reconstructions were computed with three different reconstruction schemes, one with AEM and two without AEM. The procedure to solve the inverse problem with AEM is presented in Algorithm 1.
Case 1. Discretization Errors
The discretization of temporal and spatial domain causes modelling error in the forward solver solution. As a rule of thumb, a coarser discretization generates more error. Finer Algorithm 1 Algorithm to compute reconstruction with AEM. 0. Define statistical parameters Γ ν , ν * , x * , and Γ x . This step needs to be done only once for each measurement geometry.
1. Measure y. If not converged go to 3 discretization causes less error, but is computationally heavier than coarse one. In the first test case, the performance of AEM was examined for compensating errors generated by coarse spatial and temporal discretization.
Set x
Numerical target presented in Fig. 2 on left was used. Rectangular computational domain of 0.33 m × 0.33 m was used. There were 64 receivers and 16 transmitters evenly spaced on circumference with radius 0.1 m. Interpolated isotropic scheme (IIS) with spatial discretization of 1858 × 1858 points and 4096 time steps was used to compute simulated measurement signal. Absorbing layers near the boundaries of computational domain were used to reduce numerical reflections.
Reconstructions were computed with two different forward solver. The first one utilized spatial discretization of 1794 × 1794 points and other parameters were same as in model used to compute the signal. This model will be called as extitaccurate model rest of this subsection. Second forward solver, called fast solver, uses optimal nearly-analytic discrete approximation method [16] (ONADM) with spatial discretization of 466 × 466 points and 1024 time steps. Uninformative smoothness prior was used as prior information in all cases.
For generating modelling error covariance matrix Γ ε , a sample based approximation was used. The teaching set contained C = 256 numerical models of breast cross-sections. Each cross-section was parameterized in polar coordinates so that radius of the outermost layer is defined by R(θ) were forced between 1400 m/s and 1650 m/s. There are no inclusions in breast at teaching step. There are four samples drawn from teaching set in Fig. 3 . The accurate model is used to compute A(x) with each numerical breast model and fast model is used to compute A(x) with same cross-section. C = 48 eigenvectors corresponding largest eigenvalues were used to compute packed form Γ ν .
Reconstructions were computed with three different methods. First, reconstruction using the accurate forward model was obtained. Second reconstruction was computed using the fast forward model, and third reconstruction was computed using fast forward model with AEM.
Reconstructions are presented in Fig. 2 . Reconstruction times with two last methods were approximate 56 min without AEM and 64 min with the method utilizing AEM. There were significant difference in reconstruction quality; the use of AEM reduced L 2 error from 951 to 676, which is close to the error level 640 of method using accurate forward model. However, the reconstruction time of method using the accurate forward model was 25 times longer than two faster methods. Reconstruction times and L 2 -errors are presented in Table 1 .
Case 2. Discretization Errors and Errors due to Reduced Order ABCs
Using reduced order ABCs in the numerical solution of the wave equation can cause numerical reflections from exterior boundary. These reflections can cause artifacts in the reconstruction. Although, it is possible to use high quality boundary conditions or absorbing boundary layers, these increases computationally complexity and time needed to solve the forward model. In the second test case the performance of the method were tested to compensate errors generated by low order boundary conditions and low spatial and temporal discretization. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, the AEM in Bayesian framework was utilized in full-wave inversion. The AEM was used to take account the modelling errors caused by inaccuracies of the forward model, such as low-order absorbing boundary conditions. The speed of sound distribution was reconstructed and the performance of the method was investigated by numerical simulations. The simulations show that the AEM can improve the quality of the reconstruction while reducing computing time needed for solving the inverse problem. Although simulations were computed using a model that imitates the ultrasound tomography of breast, it may be possible to utilize a similar AEM technique for other type of wave inversion, such as geophysical inverse problems.
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